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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

9500 // HEAD PROTECT
Shell: HDPE, black
Interior: LDPE / textile, black / grey
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 30 pieces
Certification: EN 397

Description
NITRAS HEAD PROTECT, industrial safety helmet, shell made of HDPE, black (colour code: 1000), interior made of LDPE / textile, black / grey, long 
peak, extended neck part providing increased backhead protection, special ventilation slits on the sides and back of the head for heat regulation, 
sweatband made of brushed nylon cloth on foam on the forehead to catch sweat, adjustable chin strap for optimal fit, 6-point webbing, side Euroslot 
adapters (30 mm), padded neck strap with turning wheel system for gradual size adjustment, high wearing comfort, for a head circumference of 
53-64 cm, weight approx. 370 g

Material Colour
Shell: HDPE black
Interior: LDPE / textile black / grey

Further views

Front view Side view Back view Inside view
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

9500 // HEAD PROTECT
Shell: HDPE, white
Interior: LDPE / textile, black / grey
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 30 pieces
Certification: EN 397

Description
NITRAS HEAD PROTECT, industrial safety helmet, shell made of HDPE, white (colour code: 1100), interior made of LDPE / textile, black / grey, long 
peak, extended neck part providing increased backhead protection, special ventilation slits on the sides and back of the head for heat regulation, 
sweatband made of brushed nylon cloth on foam on the forehead to catch sweat, adjustable chin strap for optimal fit, 6-point webbing, side Euroslot 
adapters (30 mm), padded neck strap with turning wheel system for gradual size adjustment, high wearing comfort, for a head circumference of 
53-64 cm, weight approx. 370 g

Material Colour
Shell: HDPE white
Interior: LDPE / textile black / grey

Further views

Front view Side view Back view Inside view
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

9500 // HEAD PROTECT
Shell: HDPE, royal blue
Interior: LDPE / textile, black / grey
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 30 pieces
Certification: EN 397

Description
NITRAS HEAD PROTECT, industrial safety helmet, shell made of HDPE, royal blue (colour code: 2000), interior made of LDPE / textile, black / grey, long 
peak, extended neck part providing increased backhead protection, special ventilation slits on the sides and back of the head for heat regulation, 
sweatband made of brushed nylon cloth on foam on the forehead to catch sweat, adjustable chin strap for optimal fit, 6-point webbing, side Euroslot 
adapters (30 mm), padded neck strap with turning wheel system for gradual size adjustment, high wearing comfort, for a head circumference of 
53-64 cm, weight approx. 370 g

Material Colour
Shell: HDPE royal blue
Interior: LDPE / textile black / grey

Further views

Front view Side view Back view Inside view
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

9500 // HEAD PROTECT
Shell: HDPE, green
Interior: LDPE / textile, black / grey
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 30 pieces
Certification: EN 397

Description
NITRAS HEAD PROTECT, industrial safety helmet, shell made of HDPE, green (colour code: 3000), interior made of LDPE / textile, black / grey, long 
peak, extended neck part providing increased backhead protection, special ventilation slits on the sides and back of the head for heat regulation, 
sweatband made of brushed nylon cloth on foam on the forehead to catch sweat, adjustable chin strap for optimal fit, 6-point webbing, side Euroslot 
adapters (30 mm), padded neck strap with turning wheel system for gradual size adjustment, high wearing comfort, for a head circumference of 
53-64 cm, weight approx. 370 g

Material Colour
Shell: HDPE green
Interior: LDPE / textile black / grey

Further views

Front view Side view Back view Inside view
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

9500 // HEAD PROTECT
Shell: HDPE, yellow
Interior: LDPE / textile, black / grey
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 30 pieces
Certification: EN 397

Description
NITRAS HEAD PROTECT, industrial safety helmet, shell made of HDPE, yellow (colour code: 4300), interior made of LDPE / textile, black / grey, long 
peak, extended neck part providing increased backhead protection, special ventilation slits on the sides and back of the head for heat regulation, 
sweatband made of brushed nylon cloth on foam on the forehead to catch sweat, adjustable chin strap for optimal fit, 6-point webbing, side Euroslot 
adapters (30 mm), padded neck strap with turning wheel system for gradual size adjustment, high wearing comfort, for a head circumference of 
53-64 cm, weight approx. 370 g

Material Colour
Shell: HDPE yellow
Interior: LDPE / textile black / grey

Further views

Front view Side view Back view Inside view
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

9500 // HEAD PROTECT
Shell: HDPE, orange
Interior: LDPE / textile, black / grey
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 30 pieces
Certification: EN 397

Description
NITRAS HEAD PROTECT, industrial safety helmet, shell made of HDPE, orange (colour code: 4400), interior made of LDPE / textile, black / grey, long 
peak, extended neck part providing increased backhead protection, special ventilation slits on the sides and back of the head for heat regulation, 
sweatband made of brushed nylon cloth on foam on the forehead to catch sweat, adjustable chin strap for optimal fit, 6-point webbing, side Euroslot 
adapters (30 mm), padded neck strap with turning wheel system for gradual size adjustment, high wearing comfort, for a head circumference of 
53-64 cm, weight approx. 370 g

Material Colour
Shell: HDPE orange
Interior: LDPE / textile black / grey

Further views

Front view Side view Back view Inside view
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TECHNICAL DATASHEET

9500 // HEAD PROTECT
Shell: HDPE, red
Interior: LDPE / textile, black / grey
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 30 pieces
Certification: EN 397

Description
NITRAS HEAD PROTECT, industrial safety helmet, shell made of HDPE, red (colour code: 6000), interior made of LDPE / textile, black / grey, long 
peak, extended neck part providing increased backhead protection, special ventilation slits on the sides and back of the head for heat regulation, 
sweatband made of brushed nylon cloth on foam on the forehead to catch sweat, adjustable chin strap for optimal fit, 6-point webbing, side Euroslot 
adapters (30 mm), padded neck strap with turning wheel system for gradual size adjustment, high wearing comfort, for a head circumference of 
53-64 cm, weight approx. 370 g

Material Colour
Shell: HDPE red
Interior: LDPE / textile black / grey

Further views

Front view Side view Back view Inside view


